
Defending our oceans
"Greenpeace is committed to defending the health of the world's oceans 
and the plants, animals and people that depend upon them."

Marine Reserves – a solution to ocean destruction

“We are facing a gathering wave of ocean extinction….the seas have 
reached a tipping point, with scores of species of ocean-dwelling fish, birds 

and mammals edging toward extinction.”

Pew Institute for Ocean Science 2005.



Three quarters of the world’s fish stocks are under threat from over fishing according
to the United Nations. Our oceans are vast, but not limitless.  They give life to the
planet and contain 80% of all life on it. They provide the primary food sources for 
millions of people. Yet, only a tiny area of ocean (0.01%) is protected from 
increasingly destructive human activity. Such a small percentage is simply not enough.

A Global Problem Demands a Global Solution

There are no boundaries in the ocean. Fish do not stop at national twelve-mile exclu-
sive economic zones or at the designated junctions of the world’s oceans. While some
countries have introduced protected areas within their own national waters, this is not
enough. Greenpeace believes we must go beyond national boundaries and look at the
oceans as a whole, not just small parts or specific species – scientists call it and
ecosystem approach – if protection is to be effective. We need a massive network of
marine reserves. Placing large areas of ocean “off limits”, is vital to the effective pro-
tection of marine life, the complexity of which we still do not fully understand. The
internationally accepted ‘Precautionary Principle’ – by which activities must shown to
do no harm before being allowed – lies at the heart of the marine reserve demand. 

What are Marine Reserves?

Marine reserves are areas of the sea that are fully protected from human activities –
national parks for the oceans. 

Greenpeace defines marine reserves as:  
areas that are closed to all extractive uses, such as fishing and mining, as well as to
disposal activities. Within these areas there may be core zones where no human 
activities are allowed, for instance areas that act as scientific reference areas or areas
where there are particularly sensitive habitats or species.

Some areas within the coastal zone may be opened to small-scale, non-destructive 
fisheries, provided that they are sustainable, within ecological limits, and have been
decided upon with the full participation of affected local communities.

Benefits of Marine Reserves

The establishment of marine reserves has been shown to result in long-lasting and
often rapid increases in marine populations, their diversity and productivity. 

Despite Marine reserves being closed to fishing, a network of such parks can actually
benefit fisheries in a number of ways. They allow exploited stocks and damaged 
habitats to recover within the zones and increasingly there is evidence that they
improve population sizes in adjacent fishing grounds. 

But it is not just about the fish. In line with the ecosystem approach, marine reserves
can and should be designed to benefit in a number of ways. They should be established
to benefit endangered and rare species or habitats, critical feeding grounds, nursery
areas and migration routes.  While some marine reserves are needed to serve urgent
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protection and conservation needs, arguably the most important benefit of such
reserves comes over the longer term, in helping to ensure that our oceans remain
healthy and productive for future generations.

Large Scale Action Gives Large Scale Results

In order to reverse the current decline in the health of our oceans, Greenpeace is 
calling for 40% of the oceans to be protected by marine reserves.  This may at first
appear extreme and unrealistic. However, it is estimated that such a network would
cost $12 billion a year – a seemingly huge sum, but in reality no more than is spent on
perfume in the U.S and E.U each year. 

Greenpeace’s demand is consistent with that of the World Parks Congress that said
“networks should be extensive and include strictly protected areas that amount to at
least 20-30% of each habitat.” Meanwhile, the United Nations Millennium Project
calls for 10% of the oceans to be covered by Marine Reserves in the short to medium
term, with a long-term goal of 30%.

Time For Action 

Many governments and institutions accept the importance of establishing marine
reserves, yet they have failed to take effective global action. The United Nations has
also acknowledged the need, but will not act upon it until 2012. 

Over the next year, the Greenpeace ship the Esperanza, will undertake our most 
ambitious expedition ever, a global campaign to highlight our ocean crisis and lead the
way in identifying the key areas for a network of marine reserves. Along the way we
will attract the support of a million ‘ocean defenders’ and together we will show 
governments how and where they can translate their words into action by establishing
marine reserves covering 40% of the world’s oceans.

There is no time to waste: defending our oceans must begin now!

oceans.greenpeace.org
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Greenpeace is an independent, campaigning organisation, which uses non-violent, creative confrontation to 
expose global environmental problems, and to force solutions essential to a green and peaceful future
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